COURTESY CAR LEASING

Specialist short-cycle leasing for the UK
bodyshop network
Courtesy cars are the lifeblood of any successful bodyshop and accident repair centre.
Having a courtesy car available for a customer can mean the difference between
securing a new job or losing valuable business.
For bodyshop customers, a courtesy car is more than just a stand-in vehicle. Having a
safe and practical vehicle to drive away gives people added peace of mind and stability
at a time that can be highly stressful.
Quick turnaround

Choosing the right type of courtesy car

Due to the nature of short-cycle leasing,
we have to be quick to react. Offering
speedy advice and support is just one
part of what we do – our dedicated
team is always there to take your call
and answer any queries.

We offer a range of competitively priced
vehicles to cater to the company car market
and we specialise in vehicles that keep your
policy holders happy. For example vehicles
with:

Being able to deliver cars with a short
lead is another. Due to our excellent
connections and relationships with
trusted suppliers we are able to deliver
cars to customers, subject to vehicle
model, within 48 hours.
We don’t just offer short-cycle contracts
either. With a range of terms available,
from 12-36 months, you can choose a
plan that suits you.

• Five doors
• Air conditioning
• Three rear seatbelts
• Automatic

Bespoke quotations
With corporate contract hire also available,
you can deal direct with your current
account manager for additional company
vehicle support including longer leasing
packages, maintenance and fleet
management services.
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COURTESY CAR LEASING
Dedicated Courtesy Car Leasing support
Together with the wider Sandicliffe Motor Contracts’ team, our expert Courtesy Car Leasing Team
provide a first-class, fast and efficient short-cycle leasing service.
As well as keeping in regular day-day-contact with our customers, we also conduct frequent face-to-face
reviews to talk through management reports, offering the hands-on support that keeps communication
open and problems at bay.

Trish Halford

Courtesy Car Development Manager
Trish joined the Sandicliffe family over 30 years ago and hasn’t looked back since. Specialising in
contract hire since 1988, Trish successfully heads up our Courtesy Car leasing division.
For Trish, her job is all about building great relationships; she firmly believes a trusted and reliable
business partner will always add value to your business.
Contact Trish direct today on:
trish.halford@motorcontracts.co.uk | 07789 372 421

Additional support to keep your courtesy car fleet happy
• Short term contracts

Competitive month-by-month leasing to help
you through busy periods
• 7-10 days end of contract ‘grace period’

Keeping handovers simple and painless

• Sign writing

Free on your first order of five cars

• Hands on support

Any problems or warranty issues will be handled
direct with the manufacturer on your behalf to
ensure you receive a replacement vehicle or
compensation.

About Sandicliffe Motor Contracts

Get to know us
better!

As one of the UK’s leading independent contract hire and fleet
management companies, we specialise in delivering a service like
no other.

Visit our website to uncover
the ‘five reasons why we’re the
right choice’. Also, why not
stay in touch on social media?

With over 30 years’ experience, we understand every business is
different and our independence gives us the flexibility to adapt
to an individual company’s specific needs.
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